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QUICK ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES FOR TWO STORIES 
BUILDING BASED ON NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS  

Authors: Febrin Anas Ismail1, *Abdul Hakam1, M Maisaquddus Hape2, M Sofian Asmirza3 

The authors have summarized their replies to the Reviewers’ comments in this response 
letter in a two column format. A revised manuscript is submitted addressing all the 
comments to the Journal of GEOMATE for possible publication. 
 
 
No Reviewer’s Comments Authors Response 
1 General comments: This paper is written 

very carefully and it is a well written 
paper. The reviewer recommend this 
paper for acceptance with following 
change. 

Thanks for the comment of this great 
Reviewer. 

2 Mandatory changes:  
 1) Space should be given after the 

heading of Table 1, 2, 3.Unnecessary 
blank places should be avoided. 
Follow the proper conference format. 

Has been done. 

 2) Citation of figure 1 should be added. Has been added. 
 3) Figure 3 is not clear(Y axis and its 

values). 
It has been made clearer, it is also 
explained in the paragraph.  

 4) Spelling mistakes: Institute (Author 
affiliation) 

Has been corrected. 

 5) Grammar Mistake: earthquakes have 
been(Introduction 1st para-instead of 
“has been”),three earthquakes, those 
earthquakes (Introduction 2nd 
parainstead of “earthquake”),All of 
the big earthquakes(introduction 3rd 
para-instead of-instead of “big” ), 
These works indicate the importance 
of (Introduction 5th para-instead of 
“this work”),building are designed 
as(Numerical simulations last para-
instead of “design as”),this design 
then gives(Numerical simulations last 
para-instead of “give),two storey 
structure(Analysis and results first 
para-instead of “ structures”),Fig 2 
has a height(Analysis and results first 

All of these grammar mistakes and 
unnecessary word-space have been 
corrected.   
Thank you very much. 



para-instead of “has height”),comma 
after meanwhile(Analysis and results 
3rd para),value off displacement an 
internal forces(Analysis and results 
3rd para-(possibly confused word 
‘an” ) , will be reported (Analysis and 
results last para-instead of 
“report”),However, these preliminary 
(Analysis and results last para-instead 
of “However this preliminary”) ,The 
numerical result show that(conclusion 
3rd para–instead of “shows”),give 
different responses to the (conclusion 
3rd para –instead of “of”). So many 
extra spaces are given in between 
words, so please do check that as well 

  
The Authors appreciate the valuable comments from the very kind Reviewers. 
Best regards, 




